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Trained on anonymized data
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Using anonymized speech data to train $\text{ASV}_{\text{eval}}$

More advanced attack model

Training $\text{ASV}_{\text{eval}}^{\text{anon}}$ on anonymized data rather than original data leads to significant EER reduction for all systems in the case when the enrollment and trial data are anonymized.
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Using anonymized speech data to train $\text{ASR}_{\text{eval}}$

Efficient ASR training
Training $\text{ASR}_{\text{eval}}^{\text{anon}}$ on anonymized data significantly decreases WER
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Using anonymized speech data to train $\text{ASR}_{\text{eval}}$
Voice similarity matrices: LibriSpeech-test-male
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Voice similarity matrices: LibriSpeech-test-male
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Voice similarity matrices: VCTK-test-male

Using **original** speech data to train $\text{ASV}_{\text{eval}}$

Using **anonymized** speech data to train $\text{ASV}^{\text{anon}}_{\text{eval}}$
Conclusions

• A strong attack model can be developed when an attacker has access to anonymized speech data

• Anonymized data can be successfully used in training ASR systems
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Other results
EER for ASR\textsubscript{eval} trained on orig. and anon. data: LibriSpeech
EER for $\text{ASR}_{\text{eval}}$ trained on orig. and anon. data: VCTK dev
EER for ASR$_{\text{eval}}$ trained on orig. and anon. data: VCTK test
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